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Greetings From

Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc.

Summer is finally just around the corner, and if you’re anything
like me and Teresa, I’m sure you’re looking forward to getting out
and enjoying some warmer weather—don’t forget sunscreen and to
practice safe social distancing! Spring in Sumter has been absolutely
gorgeous with all the southern blooms.
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We’re also very much looking forward to seeing our wonderful
association member friends and bringing them up to speed on new
retirement legislative developments that affect nearly everyone,
Federal employees & retirees alike. We are officially geared up and
ready to handle virtual meetings, tele-conferences, and in-person
appointments.
As always, we’re scheduling consultations and busy providing
answers to everyone’s most asked questions: What do I do now? Will
I have enough income? How do I secure my retirement? Can I retire?
Please bring all of your Federal Benefits and Retirement concerns
to us. We can help! 1-800-692-7643 | dfs@dillardfinancial.com
May God continue to bless and keep you and your family safe
during these trying times.

— Steve & Teresa Dillard

Your Federal Benefits & Retirement Specialists

PROVIDING BENEFITS FOR NASCOE, NACS, NAFEC, NAPS, FSA,
TSA, POSTAL, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

JUST LIKE ANY MAJOR MOVE or life change, retirement
takes careful planning, strategizing, and preparation. At
retirement, you want to relax and enjoy time with friends
and family—it’s time to finally take those trips you’ve been
putting off because of prior career commitments!

THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Insight from federal retirement benefits authority, Steve Dillard.

Big Concerns Facing Federal & Postal Employees During Retirement.

Risk-free retirement planning with an agency, such as
Dillard Financial Solutions Inc., gives you the worry-free
retirement you’re looking for. Our licensed representatives
will arm you with the knowledge you need to make the best
choices for you and your family.

The biggest question that federal and postal employees are asking is, “What’s the difference between
“IF” income and “Lifetime*” income that’s paid in monthly installments?”
Federal Employees who have had their TSP invested in the C, S, and I Funds have faced a loss of
upwards to 15% - 30%. Prior to the pandemic, If you were planning on retiring with $500.000
in your TSP, it would have paid out around $20,000 a year. Today, that same $500,000 is worth
$400,000, with a yearly payout of $16,000. This is the textbook definition of “IF” income.
We offer a solution that protects your income. That same $500,000 would continue to pay out a guaranteed monthly
lifetime income of $20,000 regardless of stock market volatility. It’s called “Lifetime*” guaranteed income. The
best part is, this income will not decrease based on the S&P 500 or the DOW—the market cannot touch it!
This strategy allows you to overcome down markets and have a guaranteed “Lifetime*” monthly income for you
and your spouse. With this strategy, you’ll never out live your money.

Are You Getting
Retirement Ready?
CALL NOW

1-800-692-7643

We utilize a variety of methods to meet and discuss your
needs: phone, zoom, skype, facetime, office visits, home
visits, educational seminars, retirement workshops, oneon-one consultations, etc.—whatever works best for you.
Get the peace of mind you deserve. Schedule your
complimentary consultation today!
Email: dfs@dillardfinancial.com
Toll-free nationwide: 1-800-692-7643

To learn more about our strategies and your federal benefits during your working and retirement years, email us at:
dfs@dillardfinancial.com, or call me directly: 803-316-1455.

Choose a Certified National Ethics Association Member

SOURCE: TSP.gov, American Equity, Nationwide

Steve Dillard is the CEO and president of Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc. He has helped federal employees for over 28 years
invest in their retirement. Steve is the author of hundreds of articles; he travels throughout all 50 states sharing his strategies
and is a sought-after federal retirement benefits educator. He has been featured in Forbes magazine twice and Dillard
Financial Solutions Inc. is a verified vendor on the U.S. Federal Contractor Registry while providing educational workshops
with retirement solutions.
*Applicants must meet suitability requirements. Returns are guaranteed by the reserves of the insurance companies.
Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc. is not affiliated with any government agency.

Now, more than ever, there’s an increased need to
know who you can trust in the retirement services
field. By choosing an approved member of the
National Ethics Association™, you gain the added
assurance of knowing that you’re working with a
consultant who has successfully passed the Ethics
Check System™* and has agreed to uphold the
principals and impeccable standards of the NEA.

Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc. is a Certified Member of
the NEA and proudly featured on their online registry.
Visit www.ethics.net to view our up-to-date member
approval status and professional profile.
*Background check includes: Criminal, professional license &
civil background verification.

Visit www.ethics.net for NEA details

Get your
complimentary
copies today!
FINALLY, BOOKLETS & GUIDES THAT COVER ALL THE BASES
TOPICS INCLUDE: Educational Benefit Guide for all NASCOE Members, The 10 Most Costly Retirement Mistakes that
Federal Employees Can Make, Complete Guide to the SECURE Act, The Power of the Roth IRA, and more!
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What’s $100 Worth?


The 1920 equivalent purchasing
power of $100 is roughly
$1,306 in today’s market.
1920’s inflation rate was 15.61%

In the last 100 years...
• Furniture costs have fallen 12%
• TVs are down more than 80%
• Toasters & coffee makers
dropped nearly 30%
• Clothing has sunk 8%
• New cars down 3%
• Cameras dropped 64%
• Food is cheaper than it’s ever
been

Spring 2020
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What Covid-19 has taught us.
With the uncertainty COVID-19 has brought to the financial markets and our lives, it’s easy to become discouraged
and even worried about what the future holds. This is true for people who are not financially prepared to handle
a major unexpected expense or a job loss, but it’s also true for those of us who have supposedly done everything

ANSWERS ON BACK PAGE

“right,” including saving for retirement, having an emergency fund, and having insurance in place to protect
against various “what ifs.”

ACROSS
1. A ______ cycle for a credit or loan account
refers to the number of days between
statements.

Take Control of Your Current Finances

3. The process of moving one or more debts
to a new loan or changing the terms of an
existing loan.

Make sure you can account for your cash flow, your retirement account totals, your
taxes, how much in savings is going towards your specific financial goals, and
how much you owe on liabilities including credit cards, loans, and other debts like
mortgages, automobiles, boats, etc...

4. Net ______ is the value of everything you
own (house, car, bank accounts) subtracted
by the amounts that you owe (mortgage,
credit card debt, student loan debt).
6. An asset or property that a borrower
pledges to a lender to secure the
repayment of a loan.

Budgeting
It’s more important than ever to know where you stand with your personal finances,
and the most critical place to start is at the core—your monthly budget.

JOIN OUR

Award Winning

You don’t need a spreadsheet or software apps to build a working budget, a simple
piece of paper, pencil, and calculator will do. Begin by adding up how much money
goes in and out of your bank account every month. Review your monthly bank and
credit card statements so you can itemize what you’re spending.

TEAM

Build an Emergency Fund

DOWN

9. The _______ amount due is a monthly
payment that a borrower needs to pay to
keep their account current and avoid late
fees.

The lesson being, always spread out your funds and retirement dollars and do your
research. Talk to licensed Federal Employee Benefits Representatives who know
your benefits!

Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc.

17. A type of loan for a specific amount of
money that is repaid with interest through
a series of fixed monthly payments.

8. Your _____ score, which predicts how likely
you are to pay back a loan on time, is
created using information from your credit
report.

This crisis has severely impacted most risk products. The resultant market volatility
has wiped off years of profits, deposit rates have slumped, savings and checkings
are offering lower returns, and the realty sector is undergoing an extreme slowdown.
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15. The type of interest rate that won’t change
throughout the life of the loan.

5. The ______ balance refers to the unpaid
portion of a loan or credit account excluding
interest and other fees.

Diversification & Utilizing Safe Retirement Products
is a Must
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8. A person, other than the primary borrower,
who signs a credit or loan application with
the primary borrower.

2. ______ rate is a percentage of the principal
balance charged by a loan or credit
provider for lending money.

Once you’ve tracked your spending, you’ll want to make sure you’re on track to have
enough emergency funds to endure a crisis. Nearly every planner alive has always
recommended 3-6 months of expenses stashed somewhere safe and accessible. You’ll
want cash on hand, along with easy acces to your checking and savings accounts.

Equally important is to strictly align your money to your personal risk preferences,
financial goals, and liquidity requirements—meaning, continue to properly allocate
your retirement funds as you work your way closer to your retirement date.

7. The abbreviation for Annual Percentage
Rate.

Your
Washnds!
Ha

We’re Hiring Representatives Nationwide

10. A ______ amount is the total dollar amount
that must be paid to close a debt.

CALL TERESA DILLARD FOR DETAILS: 803-316-6240

12. _____ income is your total income before
taxes or deductions are taken out.
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Bill

• The average dollar bill
circulates for 6½ years.
• In one year’s time, it will change
hands roughly 110 times.
• Bills can carry more germs
than a toilet... yuck!

11. Banks offer home and auto _____.

13. ______ income is the money you take
home after taxes and deductions.
14. Debt ______ is a type of debt refinancing
that involves taking out a new loan to pay
off one or more other outstanding debts.
16. The length of time in months or years
which the borrower agrees to repay the
loan.
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Beating

As Federal Retirement ConsultantsSM,
we provide a level of knowledge that
Federal employees can trust and
rely on. Get the financially-secure
retirement you deserve. Act now!

F ederal r etirement
C onsultant S M

1-800-692-7643
dfs@dillardfinancial.com

a Bear Market.

Reposition
your funds.

Our rock-solid strategies
aren’t affected by stock
market volatility.

Take advantage
of low taxes.

Rolling your TSP funds into a
Roth IRA sets you up for tax-free
withdrawals at retirement.**

Contact us
today.

None of our clients have
ever lost a dime due to
market risk.*

Control your hard earned dollars by taking

Plus, if you’re over 59½, you may be eligible for bonuses from

advantage of no-risk products that offer competitive

As licensed Federal Retirement ConsultantsSM, we

5 to 10% WITH guarantees of up to 4% on lifetime income

rates, potential for growth, and provide stable

offer true insight on how to avoid common pitfalls

benefit riders, for income growth.***

of the Federal Benefits Programs.

retirement income—for life.*

*Applicants must meet suitability requirements. Returns are
guaranteed by the reserves of the insurance companies. Dillard
Financial Solutions, Inc. is not affiliated with any government
agency.
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**Gains may be susceptible to taxes.
***Depending on your state of residence.
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Demystifiying
Annuities and how they work.
ANNUITIES FIRST ARRIVED IN THE US IN 1909 and became a popular method for deferred growth during the
Great Depression. As pensions become less mainstream, many Americans look to annuitites as a way to replace their
income streams.
So, what is an annuity? Essentially, it’s a contract between you and an insurance company designed to assist you in
meeting your retirement income goals.
In exchange for either a single or recurring payment—a.k.a., a premium—the insurance company promises to make a
series of payments to you either immediately (an immediate annuity) or at some point in the future (a deferred annuity).
Annuities can also be great vehicles for accumulation growth by locking in gains from indexed funds.
VARIABLE, FIXED OR FIXED INDEXED?
There are three main types of annuities: fixed indexed annuities (FIAs), fixed, and variable. The accumulation of interest
helps differentiate between the three.

Fixed Annuity
Interest accumulates based
on a fixed interest rate, which
is guaranteed for a set time
frame and cannot decrease
during that period.
The fixed interest rate is
determined at the beginning
of the contract. Principle and
interest are guaranteed.

2

Key Aspects of Annuites:

Accumulation and
Income Preservation

FIXED INDEXED ANNUITY
Including features of the
Fixed Annuity, interest
accumulation is based on the
performance of an external
index, such as the S&P 500®.
FIAs can offer growth potential,
including principal protection
from index volatility. This is
beneficial because interest can
never be lost once it’s credited
to the annuity contract.
FIAs can offer additional
benefits, including tax deferral
and guaranteed lifetime income.

Variable Annuity
Stock Market fund returns
are earned based on the
performance of the investments
that you’re contributing to.
These investment portfolios
can include stocks, bonds
and money markets.
However, returns earned by

ANNUITIES ARE A MAINSTREAM
RETIREMENT OPPORTUNITY.

ANNUITIES ARE REGULATED BY STATE
DEPARTMENTS OF INSURANCE.

A retirement readiness study by the Index Annuity
Leadership Council (IALC) found 78% of workers are
looking for a source of lifetime income. As there becomes
a larger demand for guaranteed lifetime income, more
retirees are looking to annuities as a retirement income
product.

Fixed & fixed index annuities are considered insurance
products and are primarily regulated by state
departments of insurance.

Another study by the
IALC found Americans
are
concerned
about
running out of money
during retirement, and are
almost equally worried
that while they’re alive,
they won’t have the funds
to enjoy retirement and
cover basic necessities.

Every state has an insurance commissioner who
regulates and supervises the insurance and annuity
products sold within their state.
Annuity contracts must be filed
with—and approved by—each
state where the contracts are
sold. Similarly, agents needs
to be licensed in all of the
states they operate in. An agent
selling variable annuities has to
be registered with FINRA.

“If you don’t want to
take risk but still want
to play the stock market,
a good index annuity
might be right for you.”

—Suze Orman

While addressing that
concern, fixed & fixed index annuities have started to
become part of planning a balanced retirement portfolio,
as more retirees demand benefits like lifetime income.

Your state department of
insurance likely provides
information about insurance
carriers, insurance licensed producers, and may also
provide information on annuity products.

a variable annuity are not
guaranteed and the value of
the investments can fluctuate.

FIXED INDEXED ANNUITIES ARE INSURANCE PRODUCTS SOLD BY INSURANCE AGENTS.

You can make money if the

Annuities are sold by licensed insurance agents who work with clients to provide information about retirement products
and options. Some agents are dedicated to selling product from a specific company, while other agents are considered
independent and can sell products from different insurance carriers.

value goes up, but you could
lose money if it goes down.

We offer a wide variety of annuity products from some of the most well-established insurance companies in the nation.
Of the 3 main types of annuities, fixed indexed annuities offer the best combination of stability,
guarantee on return, and opportunity for growth—with minimal or no associated fees.

Enter retirement with confidence—call today to discuss your options. Toll-free nationwide: 1-800-692-7643

SOURCE: american-equity.com/resources/blog/annuities-101 | Jan. 2020
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Paycheck Protection Program
$350 billion allocated to help small businesses impacted by the pandemic and economic downturn to make payroll
and cover other expenses from February 15 to June 30.*
Small businesses may take out loans up to $10 million—limited to a formula tied to payroll costs—and can cover employees
making up to $100,000 per year.
Loans may be forgiven if a firm uses the loan for payroll, interest payments on mortgages, rent, and utilities and would be reduced
proportionally by any reduction in employees retained compared to the prior year and a 25% or greater reduction in employee
compensation.
*Fewer than 500 employees.

The CARES Act

Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security
The CARES Act is legislation passed by Congress on March 26th meant to address the
economic fallout of the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic. Signed into law on March 27th by
the President. Here’s a few key points to the emergency relief bill.

No Penalties for Early Retirement Account Withdrawals
Waives the 10% early withdrawal penalty on retirement account distributions for taxpayers facing virus-related
challenges.
Withdrawn amounts are taxable over three years, but taxpayers can recontribute the withdrawn funds into their retirement accounts
for 3 years without affecting retirement account caps.
Eligible retirement accounts include individual retirement accounts (IRAs), 401Ks, and other qualified trusts, certain deferred
compensation plans, and qualified annuities.
The bill also waives required minimum distribution rules for certain retirement plans in calendar year 2020.

Expanded Unemployment Insurance
Expanded Unemployment Insurance (UI) for workers, including a $600 per week increase in benefits for up to 4
months.
Federal funding of UI benefits provided to those not usually eligible: self-employed, independent contractors, and those with
limited work history.
The federal government is incentivizing states to repeal any “waiting week” provisions that prevent unemployed workers from
getting benefits as soon as they are laid off by fully funding the first week of UI for states that suspend such waiting periods.

Source: https://taxfoundation.org/cares-act-senate-coronavirus-bill-economic-relief-plan
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Recovery Rebate for Individual Taxpayers
$1,200 refundable tax credit for individuals ($2,400 for joint). Additionally, taxpayers with children receive a flat
$500 per dependant child.
Rebates are not counted as taxable income for recipients, as the rebate is a credit against tax liability and is refundable for taxpayers
with no tax liability to offset.

Phases out figures

$75,000 single | $112,500 heads of household | $150,000 joint (5% per dollar of qualified income,
or $50 per $1,000 earned.)
$99,000 single with no children | $198,000 joint with no children
2019 or 2018 tax returns are used to calculate the rebate advanced to taxpayers, but taxpayers eligible for a larger rebate based on
2020 income will receive it in the 2020 tax season.
Taxpayers with higher incomes in 2020 will see the overpayment associated with their rebate forgiven.
example

A single taxpayer with $100,000 in 2019 income would not receive an advance rebate but would receive
the $1,200 credit on their 2020 return if their income for the year fell below the phaseout.

On the other hand, a single taxpayer with $35,000 in income receives a $1,200 advance rebate but is not required to pay the rebate
back on the 2020 return if they make $100,000 this year.
According to the Tax Foundation General Equilibrium Model, the estimate rebate will decrease federal revenue by about $301
billion in 2020. This credit is one-time, but policymakers may consider additional rebates if the downturn is prolonged.

Get Your Complimentary

F ederal

r etirement
r eview

Call now! 1-800-692-7643

We have the answers to these questions and more!

• What do I do now?

• Will I have enough income?

• How do I secure my retirement?
• Can I retire?
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Working Smart Through This Global Crisis.
While adhearing to social
distance guidelines, we’ve
taken full advantage of the
downtime!
As an essential business, we’ve kept
alternating crews running to ensure our
client accounts are constantly serviced
and managed—business as usual.
All the while, our wonderful home office
staff has been busy preparing for the
upcoming economic re-opening and
pitching in to take care of many “back
burner” projects: re-organizing, spring
cleaning, painting, general maintenance,
etc...
There’s never a dull moment at Dillard
Financial Solutions, Inc... you can take
that to the bank!
Call us to today for your complimentary
Federal Retirement Review!

1-800-692-7643

Crossword answer key:

ACROSS: 1. Billing 3. Refinance 4. Worth 6. Collateral 7. APR 8. Cosigner 15. Fixed 17. Installment
DOWN: 2. Interest 5. Principal 8. Credit 9. Minimum 10. Payoff 11. Loans 12. Gross 13. Net 14. Consolidation 16. Term

dillardfsinc.com

dfs@dillardfinancial.com

1-800-692-7643

